Chosse paule
De rundpike
in Cotes
Enland

mowing some
farmhough

Longland
pickings

Events

The dray buckeye down up
and many in market on green field and
17 acres
wheat
on green field

Longland
pickings

Events

The dray buckeye down up
and many in market on green field
17 acres
wheat
on green field

The 8. thorne hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

The 4 thorne hedges 80 yd and more
my off dfe on ye. ort firde. 7. arms

The 2 thorne hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

The 8 armes hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

The 10 armes hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

The 8 armes hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

The 10 armes hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

Jno Hildingston Cress
Therby 8 armes hedges 80 yd and
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

Some part of hir land as sheweth

The 8 armes hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

The 12 armes hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

The 12 armes hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

The 12 armes hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.

The 12 armes hedges 80 yd and more
my fell dfe on ye. ort firde.
This is the more that it is one of the last things that we wrote in our letters. I am sorry, and also it will come not in this person.